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The use of AC electric fields for manipulating and/or characterizing liquids and small particles
in suspension is well-known. Owing to miniaturization, several applications in microsystems
have appeared over the last few decades in multiple research fields, such as colloidal science,
microelectronics and biotechnology. For example, dielectrophoretic (DEP) forces can be used for
manipulation and separation of a great variety of particles, such as biological cells, semiconductor
nanowires or tiny metal colloids. DEP combined with electrokinetic-induced fluid flows can be
leveraged for particle concentration in microfluidic devices. Additionally, application of AC fields
gives rise to particle–particle interactions that lead to self-assembly patterns, a common bottom-up
approach for the fabrication of engineered microstructures. A number of electric field-induced fluid
flows occur in microelectrode structures; these flows can be used for standard liquid manipulation such
as pumping and mixing. In addition, the electrical control of the substrate wettability can be achieved
by the electrowetting effect, allowing for fine tuning of contact angle and droplet manipulation within
microsystems. Besides particle manipulation, AC electrokinetics has also been used to characterize the
dielectric properties of particles through DEP, as well as to assist other measurement techniques such
as fluorescent spectroscopy or electrical impedance spectroscopy by pre-concentrating the particles.
This Special Issue contains nine research paper and one review article on the following aspects
of electrokinetics and microfluidics: (1) Applications of AC electrokinetic flows, (2) Electric field
manipulation of cells, (3) Finite-ion-size effects on Electrokinetics, (4) Electrokinetics of semiconductors,
(5) Electrowetting, (6) Electroconvective instabilities and (7) Liquid crystal-enabled electrokinetics.
1. Hu et al. [1] reported a numerical study of asymmetrical ICEO flows on a herringbone floating
electrode and developed a novel micromixer. Miloh [2] theoretically analyzed the possibility of
using ICEO and DEP for controlling the location of quantum dots near an ellipsoidal nano-antenna.
Also, numerical simulations by Salari and Dalton [3] demonstrated simultaneous mixing and
pumping by means of a double-array AC electrothermal device consisting of two opposing
microelectrode arrays.
2. Lo and Lei [4] showed a simple flow-through device for continuous and massive lysis of cells via
electricity. Banovetz et al. [5] reported a method that uses an array of wireless bipolar electrodes
to pattern cells into clusters.
3. The influence of finite ionic size on the dielectric and electrokinetic properties of colloidal
suspensions is analyzed by López-García et al. [6]. They extended previous works to systems
made of three or more ionic species with different ionic sizes and found qualitative and
quantitative differences with respect to the standard electrokinetic model.
4. García-Sánchez et al. [7] theoretically studied the ac electrokinetic response of semiconducting
microspheres immersed in an electrolyte.
5. Chamakos et al. [8] combined experiments and simulations to study the effect of the solid
topography and dielectric thickness on the dynamics of electrostatically-induced spreading of a
liquid drop on a solid surface.
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6. Kim et al. [9] used numerical simulations to show that electroconvection can appear near flat
inert electrodes for oscillatory applied electric fields.
7. Electrokinetic phenomena are usually studied within isotropic electrolytes. A new mechanism
for spatial charge generation occurs when this isotropic medium is replaced by a liquid
crystal. The review by Peng and Lavrentovich [10] presents the main features of liquid
crystal-enabled electrokinetics.
We sincerely thank all authors for submitting their manuscripts to this Special Issue. We would
also like to acknowledge all the reviewers for their dedication to provide careful and timely reviews
that ensure the quality of this Special Issue.
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